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Abstract-A previous application of the Newton divided difference series of the displacement function 
EZ = (1 + d)’ = eD:, where the operators d and fl are the variables, to purely exponential interpolation 
employing general-factorial differences and derivatives, {II:& (d - s,)}f(O) and {HZ, (D - r,)}f(O), 
in which the s,‘s and 1,‘s are distinct[ I], is here extended to mixed polynomial-exponential interpolation 
where the s,‘s and t,‘s are no longer distinct. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This present article extends the application of general-factorial difference and derivative op- 
erators lIr&, (d - s,) and lIrzO (D - ti) which occur in the Newton divided difference series 
of the displacement function E’ = (1 + A)’ = eD’, regarding the operators A and D as the 
variables, given in [l] for distinct s,‘s and t,‘s for exponential interpolation, to the case of 
“operational confluence” in which some of the s,‘s and t,‘s might be identical and we obtain 




A;(z) = 2 a,#. 
I=0 
We are still concerned here only with either equally spaced data points, transformed into 
f(i), i = O(l)N, for the A operator, or for f(z) and its successive derivatives at one point, 
transformed into f”‘(O), i = O(l)N, for the D operator. 
2. CONFLUENT FACTORIAL DIFFERENCES 
We regard, in the displacement function E’ = (1 + A)‘, in which E = 1 + A is the 
displacement operator, A as the variable and z as a parameter. In the Newton divided difference 
series for (1 + A)‘, for A = s, = r, - 1, i = 0, 1, 2, . . , N, . . , operating upon f(z) 
at z = 0, namely, 
f(z) = E’f@) = (1 + A)‘f(O) = c n (A - s,)[s,g, . . si] + . . f(o),: (1) 
,=O j=o 
where II,:‘, (A - s,) = 1, we allow some of the 3,‘s to coalesce, to produce repeated operational 
factors A - s, and confluent divided differences [s,,s, s,] of (1 + A)‘.$ We alter the S, 
+Here [sOs, s,] is written after the A operator. m the customary way of writing divided difference formulas, 
but the [so. S, s,J‘s are functions that are components of E: and are thus unaffected by the d operator components, 
the latter applying only to f(-_) at z = 0 (see also (10) below) 
$ln this present note the adjective “confluent” refers only to the difference and derivative operators. and not to 
the presence of derivatives in the formulas. as employed m [ 11. 
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notation in the operational factors II;=; (d - 3,) so that now we have an s0 occurring cr,,” + 1 
times, an s, occurring IT,., + 1 times, . . , an s,, - 1 occurring 0 ,.,, _, + 1 times and s,, 
occumng cr ,,,, times, where Xi’;=,, (o,,~ + 1) = i + 1. We have 0 5 o;,~ 5 i (a,,k = i only 
when k = j, = 0). Thus the confluent divided difference [QS, s,] in (1), in this new 
notation, is given by 
0 1,0 + 1 times or., C. 1 times 0 ,,,, + 1 times 
e- 
[SO . S” SI . . SI . . m which is equal to (2) 
1 #S.0 f~,,0f +G.,, 
a,,,! g,.,! . g,.,,! as8’“asy’ . . . aQ 
[WI . s,,l. 
Instead of the repeated partial differentiation of the explicit formula for the divided dif- 
ferences. i.e. 
as the number of multiple nodes, as well as the multiplicities, tend to get larger, it might be 
preferable to differentiate the contour integral in 
[s()s, . . s,,] = (112rri) 
f 
((1 + t)‘/(r - s,)(t - s,) . . (t - s,,)}dt,‘i (4) 
obtaining for the right member of (2), 
(1/2rri) ((1 + t)‘/(t - .so)b”l*‘(r - s,)“‘+’ . . (r - s,,)“‘J,+‘}dr. (3 
We evaluate (5) by taking the sum of the j, + 1 residues at sO, s,, . . , s,,. The residue at sI, 
k = 0( l)j,, is the coefficient of (r - sp)Q in the product of these j, + 1 series in powers of 
(r - sJ: 
(1 + r); = (1 + sJ + ~(1 + s,);-‘(r - sk) 
+ (Z(Z - 1)/2)(1 + s$-?(r - s~)~ + . . , (6) 
and 




- or., - 1 
(Sk - s,)- g,f-‘-‘(r _ sJ, 
I=0 1 1 
j = 0, 1, . . , k- l,k+ I,..., j,. 
(7) 
This coefficient is obtained from the (j, + I)-fold Cauchy product of the series C;C=,, A,,,(r - 
q.)‘, j = 0( l)ji, A,,, given in (6) and A,,,, j # k, given in (7), and is equal to 
where the summation is for all 1, 2 0, j = O( 1) j,, (8) 
for which C;=,, 1, = D!,~, 
The preceding calculation is done for every i 5 N in (1) for which there is a repeated sI, 
tHere I is the complex variable and z is a parameter 
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in the operational divided difference [sOs, . . . s,] (i.e. at least one (T,,~ > 0 in (2), in the new 
notation); otherwise, apply just (3). The resulting interpolation series is of the form 
2 A,(z)ri, n 5 N, in which A,(z) = 2 a,,,~‘, 
,=” /=0 
(9) 
where n + 1 is the number of s,‘s, i = 0( l)N in the original notation, that are distinct, and 
C:l=, (m, + 1) = N + 1. In (9), for z = j = 0, 0” = 1. 
3. CONFLUENT FACTORIAL DERIVATIVES 
The formulas based upon E’ = eD’ are entirely similar. Instead of equally spaced data 
points, we are given D/f(O) = f”‘(O), j = O( 1 )N, and we employ a confluent divided difference 
series for eDr, for the variable D at the nodes to, t,, . , tN. In the interpolation formula 
N 1-I 
f(z) = eD’f(0) = 2 n (D - f,) [t,?, . . t,] + . f(O), (IO) 
r=O ,=o 
in which there are repeated operational factors D - t,, we alter the t, notation as in 2, with 
r,,l corresponding to o,.~, and in place of (6) and (7) we have, for finding the residue at tk, the 
series 
e’r = e’i: 2 (z’/f!)(t - rk)‘, 
/=o 
and 
(r - f,)-‘h,+‘j = [(t, - t,) + (t - tl)]-““+” 
x 
= 4 - 5,,, - 1 1 1 (lL - r,)-v-‘(f I=0 - 
(11) 
0, (12) 
j = 0, 1,. ,G - 1, k + 1,. ,j,. 
As before, we apply the (j, + I)-fold Cauchy product rule to find the coefficient of (t - 
ri)r, ‘. taking A,,, now from (11) and (12), and so on for every i : N in (10) for which there is 
a repeated tk in [tot, . . t,]. We obtain finally an interpolation series of the form given by (9), 
with e’, in place of r,. 
The series (10) could serve as a useful transform when we have the first N + 1 coefficients 
in a very poorly convergent power series of a function that is a combination of powers and 
large exponentials. 
4. RELATED TOPICS 
When f(z) is an exact expression of the form (9), but the T,‘S and their multiplicities 
m, + 1 1 i = O( 1 )n, are not known, both the r,‘s and m,‘s may be found from either 2N + 2 
equally spaced data points. or the function and its first 2N + 1 derivatives at one point, by 
the well-known Prony method, the (m, + 1)‘s being the multiplicities of the roots r, of the 
determining (N + 1)th degree equation. In the former case. the linear system 
fW + 1 + j) + i a,f(k + j) = 0, j = O(l)N, 
i(=O 
(13) 
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is solved for a,, k = O(l)N. and then the r,‘s. i = O(l)/?, are found as the distinct roots. of 
multiplicity m, + 1, of the equation 
p+I + 
i a/ = 0. (14) 
i=o 
In the latter case, a less familiar Prony method applied to f”‘(O) instead of f(i), i = 0, 1, 
. . . , 2N + 1, gives the (N + 1)th degree equation whose roots are log r,.: 
Note that (d - ~~))nl- ’ or (D - log r,J”k+’ annihilates the An(z)ri term in (9), and replaces 
A,(z), i # k, by a different polynomial of the m,th degree. Thus for (d - s~)“Q*‘, this is 
apparent from (d - s,)(A,(z)r;) = rf[r,A,(z + 1) - A,(z) - (rk - l)A,(z)] = ri[r,Z,(: + 
1) - r,A,(z)], the [. . .] being of degree cm, iff k = i, and for (D - log rI)‘ni+’ , from (D - 
log r,J(Ai(z)rf) = ri[Aj(z) + (log r, - log rk)A,(z)]. Thus II;=, (d - s,)‘“‘+’ or II;=, (D - 
log ri)m, + ’ annihilates all of (9).$ This property (for the operators d - s,) is useful for checking 
the correctness of any expression (9) where both r, and m, + 18 are known, and which is 
tabulated at equally spaced data points, similar to the differencing of polynomials. 
There seems to be no practical advantage in attempting to formulate what appears here to 
be the very complicated completely explicit general expression for the confluent (1) or (10). 
Instead we may use either (2) and (3), or (8) in conjunction with (6). (7) or (ll), ( 12), to 
produce the interpolation formulas for any particular set of numerical values of r, and m, + 1. 
This applies to finding, by the rearrangement of (1) or (lo), either the a,,,‘~ in (9) in terms of 
factorial differences or derivatives ([ 11, p. 72, (6) or p. 75 (lo)), or the coefficients of z/r; in 
the L,(z) or &(z) of the Lagrangian forms of (1) or (lo), Z$=, L,(z)f(k) or c;l’=, L,(z)f(“‘(O) 
(Ill, p. 73, (8)). 
An alternative equivalent expression for the confluent forms of (1) or (10) is obtained 
from the general Hermite osculatory interpolation formula for E’ = (1 + A)’ or eD;. A or D 
the variable, at the nodes s, or t,, of multiplicity m, + 1. However, this is not recommended 
because it would require N + 1 different sets of confluent general-factorial differences or 
derivatives, instead of the single set in (1) or (10) (cf. with remark in [ 11, p. 73). 
5. PROOFS FOR INTERPOLATION AND UNIQUENESS 
The proof of the fundamental interpolation property that the operationally confluent form 
of (1) is equal to f(i) for z = i, i = 0( l)N, is almost identical with the argument for the non- 
confluent operational form in [ 11, p. 72, lines 20-29; just replace the n by N and “divided 
difference” by “confluent divided difference”. Likewise, the demonstration that the opera- 
tionally confluent form of (10) and its first N derivatives. at z = 0, are equal to f”‘(O), 
i = 0( l)N, is essentially that given in [ 11, p. 75, lines 18-23, for the non-confluent form. 
The only additional point to note in the proof for the present case is that in the confluent forms 
of the divided differences [rot, . . ti], which are linear functions of d’eD’ldD’\,,, = z’e’j;, 
r = 0( l)r,,,, j = O( l)j,, after differentiating k times with respect to z and setting z = 0, the 
z’eGi is replaced by k!tf-‘/(k - r)! = d’Dk/dD’l,,,, giving us the same confluent divided 
differences of Dk. 
Uniqueness of the a,,,‘~ in the polynomial-exponential interpolating function (9), for N + 1 
conditions, for both the A and D cases, follows from the very existence of a solution for any 
set of N + 1 f(i)‘s or f”‘(O)‘s, where N may be 0, 1, . . . Thus if there were more than one 
solution, the (N + 1)th order determinant, namely jz/rjlor Ik(k - 1) . . . (k - j + I)(log r,)‘-‘1, 
i = 0( l)n, j = O(l)m,, z or k = O(l)N (in the first row, z or k = 0, we have 1 wherever 
j = 0), would vanish. Now in the Cramer rule solution, choosing r,‘s close to those in the 
determinant that vanishes and for which the new determinant ZO, we may choose a column 
of O’s with a 1 anywhere. Since (9) is bounded, it follows from a continuity and limit argument 
:The writer has not seen this variation in any textbook or article. 
fThis annihilation property is somewhat anticipated in [3]. pp. 63.97-99, 102-103. for the “extendeddifference“ 
Ily(z) = v(z + 1) - E..v(z) = (E - AJ.Y(;). 
riStrictly speaking, we can do without knowing m, + I. Just as differencing to a high enough order can check 
polynomials of unknown degree. 
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that all Nth order minors in the vanishing determinant would also vanish, which is impossible 
by a descent argument.? 
6. EARLIER RELATED WORK 
Although Levy and Lessman(31 mention the confluent general factorial operator 0’ and 
its annihilation of 3.“(a, + a,x + . . + a,_ ,xr-‘), there is no recognition of its connection 
with the confluent divided differences of (1 + A)” for the variable A, or the general interpolation 
formula for mixed polynomial-exponential functions, which is the main point of this present 
article. 
Layman[2] gives a rather involved treatment of mixed polynomial-exponential interpolation 
for the special case of the T,‘S in arithmetic progression. For P(X) = Cr,, IX>=, u,,,,,~““~n~ he 
requires a combination of the operators E and A in conjunction with a “diagonal difference” 
operator S defined by Sf(x-) = A‘f(0). i.e. three separate operators, in contrast to the greater 
generality and simplicity in the use here of just the single general-factorial operator A - s,. 
7. ILLUSTRATION OF FORMULA, WITH EXAMPLE 
Given an f(x), for x = 0( 1)7, which is tabulated exactly in Table 1, first column, and 
we are approximating it by an interpolating polynomial-exponential function (9) in which 
ro = 1, Y, = 1.7, r2 = 2.2, ri = 3.1. of respective multiplicities 2, 2, 3 and 1. We wish to 
find f(4.2), employing (1) with the required confluent factorial differences. For this given 
choice of the 7,‘s and m,‘s, (1) becomes 
f(x) = E’f(0) = (1 + A)“f(O) = [I + [0 O]A + [0 0 .7]A? 
+ [0 0 .7 .7](A - .7)A’ + [0 0 .7 .7 1.2](4 - .7)*A’ 
+ [0 0 .7 .7 1.2 1.2](4 - 1.2)(4 - .7)‘A’ (I’) 
+ [0 0 .7 .7 1.2 1.2 1.2](4 - 1.2)?(4 - .7)“A’ 
+ [0 0 .7 .7 1.2 1.2 1.2 2.l](A - 1.2)3(A - .7)2A’]f(0). 
The functions [so . sosl s, . . . s,, . s,,] in (l’), which were obtained by (4)-(8), and 
checked independently by (2), (3) to insure correctness, are given here in forms convenient 
for numerical calculation: 
[O O] = x; [O 0 .7] = -$ (1.7” - .7x - 1); 
[O 0 .7 .7] = 5 x + $ + 1.7” ji?7 - $1; 
[00.7.71.2]= -&(x+$) -2s(fi-$1 +g; 
[O 0 .7 .7 1.2 1.21 = 
[OO .7 .7 1.2 1.2 1.21 = - 
[O 0 .7 .7 1.2 1.2 1.2 2.11 = 
(2’) 
‘The writer does not recall seemf this descent argument ever bemg used m an! of the textbook demonstrations 
of the uniqueness of Lagrangian polynomial interpolation. which base It upon either the fundamental theorem of algebra. 
or the proof of the nonvanishing of the Vandermondian. 
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Table I. 
f(x) Af(x) A2f(x) (A-.7)A2f(x) 
I 
I 
- 2.50000 000 - 3.41000 000 36.04000 000 107.67090 000' 
- 5.91000 000 32.63000 000 168.93890 000 329.20977 000 
26.72000 000 201.56890 000 616.40590 000 944.88806 100 
228.28890 000 817.97480 000 1992.77809 100 2594.15719 050 
1046.26370 000 2810.75289 100 5981.87994 520 6880.73777 085! 
3857.01659 100 8792.63283 620 17049.93367 769 
12649.64942 720 25842.56651 389 
38492.21594 109 
Table 1 (contd.) 
x (A-.7)2A2f(x) (A-1.2)(A-.7j2A2f(r, (A-1.2)2(A-.7)2A2f(x) (A-1.2)3(A-.7)2A2f(x)' 
0 146.16924 000 63.65912 400 0.28821 960 - 11.97225 036 / 
1 385.23145 200 140.33829 240 - 11.33816 724 
2 987.84748 680 297.40607 604 
3 2470.67054 700 
For x = 4.2, we find, with the help of a table of fractional powers given to 15 decimals[4], 
that (to within several units in the last place), 
10 01 = 4.2, 
[O 0 .7] = 10.91268 23712 604, 
[O 0 .7 .7] = 7.07576 98396 808, 
[O 0 .7 .7 1.21 = 1.60552 96387 921, 
[O 0 .7 .7 1.2 1.21 = 0.04032 90687 01, 
[O 0 .7 .7 1.2 1.2 1.21 = -0.00307 44331 78 and 
[OO .7 .7 1.2 1.2 1.2 2.11 = 0.00036 84507 97. 
Putting these values and the factorial differences in the first row of Table 1 into (1 ‘), we obtain 
f(4.2) = 1375.56664 24794, to well within a couple of units in the 10th decimal, allowing 
for maximum roundoff error in the computation. This agrees with 1375.56664 24793 89, the 
true value of f(4.2) which was obtained directly, to within two units in the 12th decimal, from 
the selected test function, namely f(x) = 1.4 - 0.6~ - (2.3 + 0.9x)(1.7) + (0.3 - 2. lx + 
3.9x2)(2.2)” - 1.9(3.1)“, for which (1’) is exact. 
The advantage in (1) over polynomial interpolation for functions like (9), is shown by 
comparison of the above answer with 1376.7 197 . . which is obtained by 7th degree Gregory- 
Newton (same as 8-point Lagrangian) polynomial interpolation, and is incorrect even in the 
units place. 
If instead of f(i), i = 0( l)N, we are given f(0) and the derivatives f”‘(O), i = l( l)N, 
the interpolation by (10) is quite similar. The main difference is that the factorial derivatives 
{II;:b (D - r,)}f(O) do not have the advantage of being computed recursively (see Table 1 for 
the factorial differences), but must be calculated from the expanded forms of the N operator 
products in 
i.e. the right members of (15). To show the similarity, suppose that in (10) the r,‘s were the 
i = l(l)N, (15) 
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same as the s,‘s, with the same multiplicities, as in the above example. Then in place of (2’) 
we should have the closely resembling 
[O O] = x; [0 0 .7] = & (,‘I - .7x - 1); 
[0 0 .7 .7] = - 
[OO .7 .7 1.2 1.2 1.21 = - -&2 j (x+‘g -&Jx+g 
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